SHARING INTELLIGENCE WITH FOREIGN PARTNERS FOR LAWFUL, LETHAL PURPOSES
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Power, today, comes from sharing information, not withholding it.¹

I. Introduction

The United States often supports other nations, multinational forces, and non-state actors in their ongoing armed conflicts and law enforcement operations.² Sharing of intelligence, beyond the routine support incident
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² EXEC. OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (Dec. 2017) [hereinafter NSS 2017]. President Trump states: “America’s allies and partners magnify our power and protect our shared interests. We expect them to take greater responsibility for addressing common threats. . . . America will seek partnerships with like-minded states to promote free market economies, private
to U.S. participation in combat operations,3 provides the U.S. Government a means to assist allies, while pursuing its own national security objectives, without a large expenditure of people, equipment, and dollars. However, sharing sensitive, hard-earned, and valuable intelligence information is not without risk, not only to sources and methods, but also to national security, foreign policy objectives, and domestic support. It also raises significant legal questions, particularly when potential recipients have questionable records of adherence to the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) and human rights, a flexible relationship with the rule of law, or a culture that places more importance on ends than on means.

On the other hand, intelligence sharing relationships with foreign partners often reap enormous benefits to the United States by bringing foreign partner resources to bear against priority threats, such as terrorist activities or nuclear proliferation. It also enables the United States to leverage external capabilities (e.g., language, cultural, technical, and geographic expertise) to assist the U.S. Intelligence Community (USIC) to collect, process, and analyze intelligence. This helps the United States plug collection gaps, improve the quality of U.S. assessments, and secure budgetary efficiencies.4 Balancing the gains against the risks, to include sector growth, political stability, and peace.” Id. The previous strategy provided more granularity. See Exec. Office of the President, National Security Strategy of the United States of America (Feb. 2015) [hereinafter NSS 2015]. That strategy states, “We are now pursuing a more sustainable approach that prioritizes targeted counterterrorism operations, collective action with responsible partners, and increased efforts to prevent the growth of violent extremism and radicalization that drives increased threats.” Id. at 9–10. It also states, “[E]ven where our strategic interests require us to engage governments that do not share all our values, we will continue to speak out clearly for human right and human dignity in our public and private diplomacy.” Id. at 19.

3 When conducting combat operations in a multinational environment, the United States routinely shares intelligence with its allies to provide a common picture of the battlefield, heightened situational awareness, and information to assist in defense of forces.


By sharing intelligence, analysis and know-how with these partner services, we open windows on regions and issues that might otherwise be closed to us. And when necessary, we set in concert to mitigate a common threat. By collaborating with our partners we are much better able to close key intelligence gaps on our toughest targets, as well as fulfill CIA’s mission to provide global coverage and prevent surprises for our nation’s leaders. There is no way we could be successful in carrying out our mission of such scope and complexity on our own.
legal risks, can be a complex process, with various entities of the U.S. Government having different positions, based on their vantage points and policy objectives.

While this article does not attempt to detail fully the array of reasons to share—or not to share—intelligence, it explores the legal issues implicated when such sharing is intended, or can foreseeably be used, for lethal purposes. Although foreign intelligence sharing arrangements themselves are not normally the subject of public scrutiny, these relationships sometimes reach the light of day, often as the result of unfortunate circumstances. Understanding the potential application of various laws on these sensitive relationships is critical to ensuring that the United States and its agents are able to defend their support, either to Congress, the courts, U.S. citizens, or the international community. After providing an overview of the legal risks associated with this type of assistance, the article details the policy framework that has been constructed to ensure that risks are properly evaluated and, when necessary, measures implemented to promote adherence with these laws and decrease risk of complicity in partner actions.

The extent of U.S. support to others varies widely, from heavy engagement across multiple lines of effort to situations where intelligence sharing is the sole item of value the United States brings to the table. In its unclassified “Report on the Legal and Policy Frameworks Guiding the United States’ Use of Military Force and Related National Security Operations,” the previous U.S. administration stated that “the United States provides intelligence support to foreign partners engaged in conflicts in which the United States is not participating directly.” One example noted in the report is the support provided to the “Saudi-led military operations against Houthi and Saleh-aligned forces in Yemen.” The report explains that although “U.S. forces are not taking direct military action in Yemen . . . the United States provides certain logistical support
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5 For purposes of this article, “actionable” or “lethal” intelligence means intelligence that is known or reasonably expected to be used by a foreign partner (government, international organization, or non-state entity) for military or law enforcement purposes that will or could involve the use of lethal force.

6 REPORT ON THE LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORKS GUIDING THE UNITED STATES’ USE OF MILITARY FORCE AND RELATED NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS, THE WHITE HOUSE (Dec. 2016) [hereinafter NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT].
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(including air-to-air refueling), intelligence sharing, best practices, and other advisory support when requested and appropriate.”

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s campaign in Yemen underlines some of the potential pitfalls of working with and through partners, sometimes far from areas where the U.S. military is involved in large-scale combat operations. In light of allegations that the Saudi-led coalition has conducted indiscriminate and/or unlawful targeting in prosecuting the armed conflict, both media and human rights organizations have highlighted, and sometimes condemned, the intelligence support provided by the United States. On 4 October 2016, the Washington Post noted: “Reservations are growing within the Obama administration about the American military involvement in Saudi Arabia’s air campaign in Yemen, as some lawmakers and human rights groups charge the United States with responsibility for Saudi attacks that have killed many civilians.”

Human Rights Watch has been particularly vocal in condemning international support to the Saudi-led coalition. It has publicly called on the United States to “clarify the U.S. role in the armed conflict, including what steps the [United States] has taken to minimize civilian casualties in air operations” and “conduct investigations into any airstrikes for which there is credible evidence that the laws of war may been violated and that the United States may have been a direct participant, either by refueling participating aircraft or providing targeting information, intelligence, or direct support.”

Yemen is only one example of U.S. support to lethal operations through the provision of intelligence. As the terrorist threat posed by organizations like al Qaida and the Islamic State of Iraq and ash-Sham (ISIS) has evolved, and the desire of many in the United States to send troops overseas has decreased, the option of supporting partners through intelligence sharing vice boots-on-the-ground has become increasingly attractive. But the capabilities of these partners vary widely, from their ability to protect and safeguard U.S. intelligence to their processes and procedures to ensure adherence to the LOAC and respect for human rights.
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Many countries do not come close to the rigorous targeting standards and precision capabilities of the United States.

Working through partners raises the important question of when does a nation truly bear responsibility, as a legal matter, for the actions of others when a lethal operation, relying in some part on U.S. intelligence, either goes awry, causes indiscriminate non-combatant casualties, or is conducted without a lawful basis. Whether the casualties are the result of intentional targeting of an unlawful target, use of an indiscriminate or prohibited weapon, an extrajudicial killing, inexperience, or simple or gross negligence, the United States must be ready to defend its actions—to Congress, the international community, the American public, or the courts. This article does not seek to tread new ground or argue for a new understanding of the law. Rather, it summarizes the various legal sensitivities of sharing potentially lethal intelligence and the processes the U.S. Government has put in place to highlight and address those concerns.

II. Legal Considerations

To reduce the risk of a valid legal claim against the United States or its officials, decision-makers in the Executive Branch focus on two principal issues before authorizing an intelligence sharing arrangement that could have potentially lethal consequences: (1) whether the partner has a legal basis for operations supported by U.S. intelligence; and (2) whether the partner intends to execute its operations lawfully. If either

11 Unlike the Five Eyes (FVEY) partners and other militarily equivalent nations. In addition to the United States, the FVEY partners include Great Britain, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand.
12 Extrajudicial killing refers to “the carrying out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.” Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War art. 3(d), Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3316, 75 U.N.T.S. 135; See also International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 6.2, adopted Dec. 19, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (entered into force Mar. 23, 1976) (“sentence of death” may “only be carried out pursuant to a final judgment rendered by a competent court”). Extrajudicial killings do not include permissible killings conducted during an armed conflict pursuant to the Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC).
13 The Obama Administration articulated these principles in this fashion: “When supporting foreign partners, the United States ensures that it understands their legal basis for acting, and, as laid out in more detail below, takes a number of steps to ensure U.S. assistance is used lawfully and appropriately under domestic and international law.” NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 15.
of these prongs fails to pass muster, then the United States or its officials could be at legal risk, at home or abroad. After discussing these prongs, this article will describe the most likely legal pitfalls triggered by these relationships.

A. Valid Legal Basis for Potentially Lethal Operations

A foreign government recipient might have a variety of lawful bases for its lethal operations. For instance, the U.S. partner may be
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14 One scholar has recommended the following questions to better understand the factual and legal circumstances surrounding a proposed intelligence sharing arrangement:

- Which state is receiving the assistance, which agency within the state, and (if appropriate) which officials?
- What is the nature of the assistance?
- How established is the relationship between the two (or more) states (including relative leverage between the states)?
- By what international laws is the recipient state bound, and what is its understanding of the interpretation of those laws?
- What are the relevant laws, procedures and standards on human rights in the recipient state?
- Are relevant departments, officials and armed forces likely to be trained to take into account the international and domestic law implications of the acts in question?
- What is the recipient state’s past practice in this area, including its record of compliance with international law?
- What are the views of other states operating in the environment concerned, in terms of both the record of compliance of the recipient state and the credibility, reliability and track record of assurances from the state concerned?
- Does the recipient state have remedial and accountability mechanism in place to enable the investigation and remedying of any breaches of international and domestic law to which the assistance could potentially contribute?


16 Some in the Federal Government hold an important caveat to this prong and additionally inquire whether the United States would be authorized to undertake the lethal action itself under its own authorities. The Obama Administration stated, “Sharing must
conducting offensive operations in the prosecution of an already ongoing armed conflict, either of an international or non-international nature,\textsuperscript{17} or, if outside the context of an armed conflict, the partner’s actions might be justified as an act of national or collective self-defense, execution of a United Nations (U.N.) Security Council authorization, or an exhibition of host nation law enforcement authorities.\textsuperscript{18} In explaining the distinction between lawful and unlawful killings, Professor John Yoo, former Deputy Assistant Attorney General at the Office of Legal Counsel, states:

Killing an individual is legal as capital punishment imposed on a convicted first-degree murderer. It is legal when a police officer shoots an attacker armed with a weapon. It is illegal when it is murder, as are any of the hundreds of premeditated homicides that occur in the United States every year. It is illegal when it is assassination, except that killing the enemy in wartime is legal. . . . Killing a foreign head of state in peacetime is an assassination. Firing a Hellfire missile to kill bin Laden is not an assassination.\textsuperscript{19, 20}

always be consistent with U.S. domestic law, including the requirement that intelligence agencies cannot ask another party to undertake activities which they are themselves prohibited from undertaking.” NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 13. However, asking a partner to conduct an operation, which it did not intend to take, should not be confused with providing intelligence support to a partner undertaking its own independent operations, with a grounded legal basis. For instance, the United States may not have the authority itself to arrest a terrorist located in a foreign nation, but is not prohibited from providing information to a nation so that it can conduct the arrest.

\textsuperscript{17} The Law of Armed Conflict (LOAC) applies to armed conflicts that arise between nations and “to armed conflicts between one or more States and organized armed groups.” INT’L & OPERATIONAL LAW DEP’T, THE JUDGE ADVOCATE GEN.’S LEGAL CTR. & SCH., U.S. ARMY, JA 422, OPERATIONAL LAW HANDBOOK 13 (2013) [hereinafter OPLAW HANDBOOK]. The full body of LOAC applies to international armed conflicts (IACs). Id. For non-international armed conflicts (NIACs), like conflicts against non-state actors, it is generally agreed that Common Article 3 of the Geneva Convention and Additional Protocol II apply. Id. However, “[n]ot all conflicts between a State and armed actors constitute armed conflicts. For example, Article 1(2) of [Additional Protocol II (AP II)] excludes ‘situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature, as not being armed conflicts.’” Id.

\textsuperscript{18} For example, offensive operations could be authorized pursuant to Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter.

\textsuperscript{19} JOHN YOO, WAR BY OTHER MEANS: AN INSIDER’S ACCOUNT OF THE WAR ON TERROR 58 (2006).

\textsuperscript{20} The case of Anwar al-Aulaqi provides a good example of an Executive Branch review of the U.S. domestic laws implicated by an overseas lethal operation. Applicability of
Some existing intelligence sharing arrangements are in the context of armed conflicts where the United States exercises an active role, e.g., Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya. In these cases, both the partner’s and the United States’ authority for conducting lethal operations against various armed groups can be traced to the internationally recognized armed conflicts ongoing in these regions. In other armed conflict situations, the role of the United States is more limited, like the support provided to the Multinational Joint Task Force (MNJTF) combatting Boko Haram in the Lake Chad Basin of Africa or the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen fighting the Houthi rebels. Both MNJTF and Yemen provide examples of occasions where the United States supports partners engaged in armed conflict where the United States is not a party to the conflict.

In regards to U.S. support to MNJTF, an article on the increasing role of U.S. Africa Command’s special operations units stated in February 2016:

Federal Criminal Laws and the Constitution to Contemplated Lethal Operations Against Shaykh Anwar al-Aulaqi, Op. O.L.C. (Jul. 16, 2010). In 2010, the U.S. Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) reviewed the legal implications of the targeted killing of Shaykh Anwar al-Aulaqi. The legal opinion, which has been redacted and released in an unclassified format, closely examined the applicability of federal criminal laws (specifically sections 1119, 956, and 2441 of title 18) and the U.S. Constitution, particularly due to al-Aulaqi’s status as a U.S. citizen. Id. The OLC, in finding the proposed operation lawful, stated,

[W]e believe DoD’s contemplated operation against al-Aulaqi would comply with international law, including the laws of war applicable to this armed conflict, and would fall within Congress’s authorization to use “necessary and appropriate force” against al-Qaida. In consequence, the operation should be understood to constitute the lawful conduct of war and thus to be encompassed by the public authority justification . . . [and] would not result in an “unlawful” killing . . . .

Id. The OLC found that their conclusion did not change if the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), as opposed to the Department of Defense (DoD), conducted the operations. “If the killing by a member of the armed forces would comply with the law of war and otherwise be lawful, actions of CIA officials facilitating that killing should also not be unlawful.” Id. The opinion did, however, note that al-Aulaqi maintained some constitutional due process and unlawful seizure protections under the Fourth and Fifth Amendments, as a U.S. citizen, even while abroad and acting as a member of the enemy force. While these considerations did not, in the opinion of the OLC, bar a lethal operation in the circumstances under review, the al-Aulaqi opinion supports conducting an additional review, from a constitutional perspective, if U.S. intelligence may be used in lethal operations targeting U.S. citizens.

21 NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 15–18.
Over time, the level of cooperation between AFRICOM and African partners has been growing, and . . . [i]t seems clear that the actions of AFRICOM in Africa is an integral part of Washington's policy, that right after the September 11 attacks has focused its attention to the expansion of the terrorist threat in the macro-region in order to safeguard its strategic interests.22

To assist MNJTF, comprised of Benin, Cameroon, Chad, Niger, and Nigeria, in its fight against Boko Haram, the United States provides “enhanced intelligence sharing to counter the growing terrorist threat.”23 Before authorizing the intelligence sharing, the United States likely found that the MNJTF, acting pursuant to an authorization from the African Union with the consent of participating nations, had the appropriate legal basis to use lethal force since the conflict rose to the level of a non-international armed conflict.24 While the unclassified record makes it unclear whether the sharing arrangement involves intelligence used to support lethal operations, the first prong of the test is satisfied because the MNJTF has a legal basis for using lethal force against Boko Haram in its prosecution of an ongoing armed conflict.

When conducting operations in the territory of another nation, the United States must also examine whether the partner nation has the appropriate legal authority to do so under international law. For instance,

23 Id.
24 In accordance with AP II, which the United States recognizes as reflecting customary international law, the situation of a non-international armed conflict:

[T]ake[s] place in the territory of a High Contracting Party between its armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organized armed groups which, under a responsible command, exercise such control over a part of its territory as to enable them to carry out sustained and concerted military operations . . . . This Protocol shall not apply to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature, as not being armed conflicts.

the other State can provide consent for the partner to engage in operations within its territory or the U.N. Security Council can authorize a State to conduct operations in the territory of another State.25 With the Saudi-led coalition operating in Yemen, the Obama Administration stated, “The U.S. support for the Saudi-led coalition military operations is being provided in the context of the Coalition’s military operations being undertaken in response to the Government of Yemen’s request for assistance, including military support, to protect the sovereignty, peace, and security, of Yemen.”26 The United States has recognized an exception to the general rule of requiring either consent or a U.N. Security Council Resolution for operations in another country:

States defend themselves, in accordance with the inherent right of individual and collective self-defense, when they face actual or imminent armed attacks by a non-State armed group and the use of force is necessary because the government of the State where the threat is located is unable or unwilling to prevent the use of its territory by the non-State actor for such attacks.27

In this situation, the partner nation must have a reasonable basis to conclude that the other State is unwilling or unable to address a threat emanating from its territory such that the recipient has no reasonable alternative to using force in the third State’s territory.28

For operations occurring entirely within the territory of a partner nation, not rising to the level of an armed conflict,29 the review must look to other bodies of law for a legal basis, such as a partner nation’s domestic law. In these cases, the United States should ensure that the domestic law is consistent with international human rights law (IHRL).30 For instance,

25 NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 8–11.
26 Id.
27 Id. at 10.
28 Id.
29 Article 1(2) of AP II excludes from the definition of an armed conflict “situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and sporadic acts of violence and other acts of a similar nature . . . .” AP II, art.1(2), supra note 24.
30 The United States holds the view that International Human Rights Law (IHRL) “regulates the relationship between States and individuals within their territory and under their jurisdiction.” OPLAW HANDBOOK, supra note 17, at 46. Outside the context of an armed conflict, the United States would look to the host nation law as a basis for the partner’s operations. In December 2011, the U.S. State Department stated:
the foreign partner may be seeking U.S. intelligence to assist it in arresting an individual or group, like a foreign terrorist or foreign terrorist organization, using its law enforcement authorities. In this scenario, it is possible that lethal force may be used as a self-defense measure. In supporting a law enforcement operation, the United States would look to whether the host nation had the domestic authority to effect the arrest of the individual or group, and the exercise of this authority complied with IHRL.31

B. Lawful Conduct of Operations

If the partner has a lawful basis for its lethal operation, the United States would also seek to ensure that the recipient of U.S. intelligence will carry out its operations lawfully.32 As a practical matter, this prong has a temporal aspect that requires an evaluation of the partner’s history of compliance with applicable LOAC or human rights standards, as well as the future likelihood of compliance. While decision-makers (and their lawyers) may readily come to a consensus on the legal foundation for a partner’s exercise of lethal force (first prong), the assessment of a partner’s intent to carry out its operations lawfully may not be as straightforward (second prong). On one extreme, the partner may have an impeccable

Under the doctrine of lex specialis, the applicable rules for the protection of individuals and conduct of hostilities in armed conflict are typically found in [LOAC] . . . [IHRL] and [LOAC] are in many respect complementary and mutually reinforcing [and] contain many similar protections. . . . Determining the international law rule that applies to a particular action taken by a government in the context of an armed conflict is a fact-specific determination, which cannot be easily generalizes, and raises especially complex issues in the context of non-international armed conflict . . . .”

Id. at 47 (citing U.S. Dep’t of State, United States Fourth Periodic Report to the United Nations Committee on Human Rights, para. 506, 30 Dec. 11, https://www.state.gov/g/rls/rls/179781.htm).


32 See NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 12–14.
record of complying with LOAC and human rights standards; on the other extreme, the partner may have an egregious record of compliance. Certainly, in the first case, the United States can reasonably expect, based on past conduct and reputation, that partner operations, using U.S. intelligence, will be conducted lawfully. In the second situation, decision-makers will have less confidence that a partner will conduct its operations lawfully. This, however, does not mean that the United States cannot provide intelligence assistance, but it does mean that the United States must carefully examine the legal risk involved in such assistance, and, as discussed below, whether measures can be taken to minimize that risk to an acceptable level, like monitoring, assurances, and training.

In an armed conflict situation, the United States would expect its partner to abide by the LOAC, which prevents the lethal targeting of civilians taking no part in hostilities and people who are hors de combat due to sickness, wounds, or having surrendered; requires detainees be treated humanely and afforded a fair trial prior to any punishment; and mandates operations be conducted to minimize collateral damage. In cases where the U.S. Government is supporting operations outside the context of an armed conflict, like a law enforcement action to arrest an individual, the legal review would examine whether the recipient’s actions are consistent with its domestic law and applicable human rights law.

C. Legal Implications for Supporting Unlawful Lethal Operations

If the partner does not have a lawful basis for its military or law enforcement operations or executes its operations unlawfully, then the sharing of U.S. intelligence may constitute a violation of international law, foreign domestic law, or U.S. domestic law and executive order, to include a potential violation of section 2.11 of EO 12333, which states that “[n]o person employed by or acting on behalf of the United States Government shall engage in or conspire to engage in assassination.” Even when the partner is alleged to have committed an unlawful act, it does not necessarily mean that the United States or its officials acted in violation of

---

33 Id. at 14.
34 Id.
any law by providing intelligence support to the partner. The United States
takes great care to ensure both its actions and the actions of its partner are
lawful, but circumstances may arise when (1) a foreign entity or U.S.
person may decide to pursue a civil remedy in U.S. or foreign courts, or
(2) the U.S. Government, a foreign nation, or an international tribunal may
deem it appropriate to criminally prosecute a case under international or
U.S. domestic law.

Decisions on forum, remedies, and the applicable body of law are
complicated by issues of nationality, territoriality, and sovereignty (to
include immunity). Those reviewing intelligence sharing arrangements
should understand the increasing desire (and ability) of outside judicial
bodies to hold States and their officials accountable on matters of
“international concern.” In arguing against the need for international

36 NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 12.
37 Senior Lecturer Sarah Williams writes:

It is a well-established principle of international law that states and
state agents are immune from the jurisdiction of other states in certain
circumstances. In particular, states and their officials cannot be the
subjects of criminal proceedings in foreign states. For present
purposes, there are three situations in which issues of immunity are
most likely to arise. First, state officials may be tried before the
courts of their own state. Immunity under international law does not
arise. However, individuals may be accorded immunity under the
Constitution or domestic legal instruments of their own state. The
application of national immunities will be a matter of interpreting the
relevant domestic legal instruments. Second, state officials may be
tried before the domestic courts of another state based on principles
of extraterritorial jurisdiction, including universal jurisdiction.
Immunities accorded by international law will be relevant and, in
such ‘horizontal’ cases, the nature of the immunity accorded will be
important. Immunity extended under the laws of the state of
nationality of the accused may not be relevant, as immunity accorded
under domestic law cannot preclude the exercise of jurisdiction by
another state. The third – so-called ‘vertical’ – situation is a trial
before an international criminal court, which has been established
either by a treaty or a Security Council resolution. Again, immunities
accorded under international law will be relevant, and immunity
accorded to the individual under the domestic law of their own state
irrelevant.

SARAH WILLIAMS, HYBRID AND INTERNATIONALIZED CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS: SELECTED
JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES 326 (2012).
38 LUNG-CHU CHEN, AN INTRODUCTION TO CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL LAW: A
oversight, some States claim that they have adequate domestic mechanisms to ensure accountability of its officials.\(^{39}\) A desire to share intelligence in support of another’s lethal operations should be viewed with consideration of the larger global dialogue on international accountability for state actions. Scholars often compare and contrast the systems of accountability in terms of a vertical legal order (which exercises domestic jurisdiction) and horizontal legal order (which exercises jurisdiction over matters of international concern).\(^{40}\)

The dichotomy between matters of international concern and those of domestic jurisdiction inheres in the very concept of international law, even in a world rationally organized on geographic basis. It signifies the necessity of a continuing allocation and balancing of competence between the general community and its component territorial communities, states, or regions, in ways best designed to serve the common interest. . . . An important function of international law is to permit external decision makers to intercede in matters that would otherwise be regarded as essentially internal to a particular state.\(^{41}\)

One scholar explained that:

\[\text{The authority of states is, initially, allocated under certain reciprocally honored principles of jurisdiction . . . . The competence over particular events achieved by states under most of these primary principles of jurisdiction are complemented by certain secondary allocations of competence under doctrines such as “act of state” and “sovereign immunity.”}\]

\(^{39}\) Id. at 274. See Brief for the United States, Hernandez v. Mesa, 785 F.3d 117 (5th Cir. 2016), cert. granted (U.S. Oct. 11, 2016) (No. 15-118).

\(^{40}\) Id. at 269–97.

\(^{41}\) Id. at 270.

\(^{42}\) Id. at 280. Professor Lung-Chu Chen separates the principles of jurisdiction into five categories: territoriality, nationality, impact territoriality, passive personality, and universality.

The principle of territoriality empowers states to prescribe and apply law to all events occurring within their boundaries, regardless of whether such events involve nationals or non-nationals. The nationality principle authorizes states to make and apply law to their own nationals, wherever they may be. Under the principle of impact
Prior to approving the sharing of intelligence for lethal purposes, legal advisors must carefully assess the principles discussed above and advise policymakers on the legal risks, both horizontal and vertical, and whether actions can be taken to minimize risk of exposure to the United States and its officials. The appropriateness of risk mitigation measures can be informed by understanding the various laws, and the associated standards of responsibility, implicated by sharing intelligence information.

The following hypothetical helps to illustrate the potential legal ramifications:

A new branch of ISIS has organized and operates a military force of several thousand, conducts frequent military operations, and controls a large region of land spanning the borders of several nations. A regional military force has been organized to counter the threat, which is being supported by the U.S. intelligence. Unfortunately, in one of its first major operations, a coalition aircraft destroyed a field hospital, killing and injuring non-combatants, to include members of an international relief organization. Several NGOs and media organizations are reporting that the hospital was appropriately marked and the location known to regional forces. One media report stated, citing an unnamed source, that the forces deliberately targeted the hospital, using U.S. overhead imagery, because of the medical aid it was providing to ISIS. The international community, NGOs, survivors, next of kin, and Congress are calling territoriality, a state may take measures against direct attacks on its security and against activities having substantial impact on its other important values, though the events occur outside its territory. The principle of passive personality authorizes states to make and apply law to people who injure their nationals, wherever the events may occur. The principle of universality, rooted in the perception that certain events (such as those involving piracy, slave trading, war crimes, and genocide) are great threats to common interests of all humanity, authorizes any state having effective control over the offenders to apply certain inclusive civil or criminal prescriptions on behalf of the international community. Together these principles confer on any state the competence to make and apply law regarding all events having significant effect on it.

Id.
for an official investigation into the incident and for those responsible to be held accountable.

Prior to authorizing the intelligence sharing arrangement, it can be assumed that the United States concluded that the regional forces were engaged in an ongoing armed conflict (non-international) with consent of the concerned nations, which provides a legal basis for lethal force. Questions remain, however, whether the partners were executing their operations lawfully and what, if anything, U.S. officials knew about them. Several of the potential legal issues, by no means exhaustive, raised by the scenario include: (1) State Responsibility under International Law for Supporting an Unlawful Act; (2) U.S. Criminal Liability for War Crimes; (3) U.S. Civil Liability for a Violation of the Law of Armed Conflict; and (4) International/Foreign Criminal and Civil Liability.43

D. The Doctrine of State Responsibility44

The doctrine of State Responsibility45 provides an international framework for assessing the complicity of a nation-state for the unlawful actions committed by a partner nation.46 The doctrine supports a horizontal theory of accountability—that certain state actions rise to a level of international concern, which must have a forum for accountability. States that fail to adhere to the doctrine may find themselves defending their actions before international tribunals, like the U.N. International Court of Justice or a specific conflict-focused international tribunal, established by treaty or U.N. Security Council resolution. As a general rule, per Common Article I of the Geneva Conventions, States have agreed

43 Brian Finucane published an article that examined the legal issues surrounding support to foreign partners. See generally Finucane, supra note 15.
44 The Just Security blog and Chatham House hosted a mini-forum to discuss the Chatham House research paper. See Moynihan, supra note 14. The series of postings, in addition to the Chatham House research paper, is a valuable resource to those interested in exploring this issue in more depth. Chatham House Mini-Forum, https://www.justsecurity.org/tag/chatham-house-mini-forum/ (last visited Feb. 27, 2019).
45 As Miles Jackson notes, “Article 16(i) covers all forms of assistance and (ii) applies in respect of any principal wrongful act, so long as that act would be wrongful if committed by the assisting state.” Miles Jackson, Aiding and Assisting: The Relationship with International Criminal Law, JUST SECURITY, (Nov. 15, 2016), https://www.justsecurity.org/34441/chatham-houses-paper-aiding-assisting-international-criminal-law/.
“to respect and ensure respect” for the Conventions. Article 16 of the International Law Commission’s Draft Articles on State Responsibility further provides:

A state which aids or assists another State in the commission of an internationally wrongful act by the latter is internationally responsible for doing so if: (a) the States does so with knowledge of the circumstances of the internationally wrongful act; and (b) the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by that State.

While helpful in articulating an international standard, the article contains several ambiguous terms, like the phrases “aids or assists” and “with knowledge of the circumstances.” In 2001, regarding these ambiguities,

This duty to ensure respect by others comprises both a negative and a positive obligation. Under the negative obligation, High Contracting Parties may neither encourage, nor aid or assist in violations of the Conventions by Parties to a conflict. Under the positive obligation, they must do everything reasonably in their power to prevent and bring such violations to an end.


The United States believes that Article 16 can be further improved by providing additional clarification in the commentary to Article 16 as to what “knowledge of the circumstances” means and what constitutes the threshold of actual participation required by the phrase "aids or assists." We note that in both the commentary to the first reading Article 27 and in the Special Rapporteur’s discussion of this article in his Second Report, it has been stressed that the "intent requirement must be narrowly construed. An assisting state must be
the United States stated: The United States believes that Article 16 should cover only those cases where “the assistance is clearly and unequivocally connected to the subsequent wrongful act.” In 2016, the Obama Administration provided its view of the doctrine by stating:

The United States has taken the position that a state incurs responsibility under international law for aiding or assisting another States in the commission of an internationally wrongful act when: (1) the act would be internationally wrongful if committed by the supporting State; (2) the supporting State is both aware that its assistance will be used for an unlawful purpose and intends its assistance to be so used; and (3) the assistance is clearly and unequivocally connected to the subsequent wrongful act.

Knowledge of the underlying wrongful act is a critical element of the principle, but Article 16 does not explicitly require a state to make inquiries into a partner’s past, present, or future conduct before aiding or assisting another state. It also does not allow a state to be willfully blind to the unlawful conduct of a partner. “[W]here an assisting state has actual or near-certain knowledge that the assistance will be used for unlawful purposes by the recipient state, or where the state is willfully blind to such knowledge, it will have the degree of knowledge specified in Article 16.” One scholar wrote,

---

Both aware that its assistance will be used for an unlawful purpose and so intend its assistance to be used. The United States believes that Article 16 should cover only those cases where "the assistance is clearly and unequivocally connected to the subsequent wrongful act." . . . The inclusion of the phrase "of the circumstances" as a qualifier to the term "knowledge" should not undercut this narrow interpretation of the intent requirement, and the commentary to Article 16 should make this clear.

---

Id. (citations omitted).

50 Id.


52 Moynihan, supra note 14, at 32.

53 “[A] deliberate effort by the assisting state to avoid knowledge of illegality on the part of the state being assisted, in the face of credible evidence of present or future illegality.”

Id. at 14.

54 Id. at 15.
Governments must not be willfully blind in the face of “credible evidence of present or future illegality,” and, in a dynamic situation “the responsibility of the assisting state may evolve as the facts, and its level of knowledge, develop.” In such situations, there should be a feedback loop whereby ex post facto investigation of alleged past violations, combined with information from other sources, plug into ongoing ex ante assessments of the potential consequences of future assistance.55

In other words, governments should continuously monitor and assess partner activities to inform decisions on continued or future support. The provision, however, should not be interpreted as creating a doctrine of strict liability when supporting others. Professor Ryan Goodman, a former advisor to the General Counsel of the Department of Defense, writes,

I disagree with those who suggest that any targeting assistance that the U.S. Defense Department may provide the Saudi-led coalition “as a matter of law means [the United States] is liable for unlawful strikes in which it takes part.” Such a rule would discourage States from providing any assistance in the form of helping ensure that a recipient’s target selection and military strikes comply with the laws of armed conflict. . . . [T]here should, indeed, be a safe harbor from liability for assistance that is designed to ensure a recipient’s practice comply with international law. . . .56

Some also dispute whether intent, in addition to knowledge, is a requisite of holding States accountable under the doctrine.57 The Chatham House report summarizes the tension as follows: “States should be able to cooperate without being unduly fettered where they have no reason to anticipate the wrongful use of their assistance, but they should not be able to deny their responsibility for assistance in situations in which

57  Moynihan, supra note 14, at 18.
internationally wrongful acts are manifestly being committed."\textsuperscript{58} While scholars and the international community may hold differing views, the current U.S. position, previously articulated by the Obama Administration, is that the doctrine of State Responsibility has both knowledge and intent requirements.\textsuperscript{59}

In sum, Article 16 serves as a valuable tool to promote a normative framework to prevent State support of the wrongful actions by others. It provides an incentive for taking reasonable measures to ensure States do not support the unlawful operations. It should not be seen, however, as an impediment to responsible support. Practitioners should be aware of the divergence in how the doctrine has been interpreted.\textsuperscript{60}

The United States has robust authority, through the exercise of domestic jurisdiction (vertical legal order), to impose accountability on U.S. officials who engage in criminal actions. “[F]olks in official capacity should be aware that just because their State may not incur legal responsibility for complicity in the war crimes or other human rights violations of other States, that does not mean they, themselves, are immune from criminal accountability . . . .”\textsuperscript{61} Of course, officials who conscientiously perform their responsibilities, while adhering to established policies and procedures for U.S. intelligence sharing, should face little practical risk that their actions will land them in U.S. criminal court. On the other hand, if the facts in the above scenario demonstrated that a U.S. official willfully caused or conspired with a partner to commit a war crime, then the U.S. official may be in violation of U.S. criminal law.\textsuperscript{62}

\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 18–19.
\textsuperscript{59} NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6, at 14.
\textsuperscript{60} See generally Moynihan, supra note 14, and discussion on the Just Security Blog, supra note 44.
\textsuperscript{62} As a general matter, a prosecution involving intelligence support to a lethal operation would most likely fall under a theory that the U.S. official intentionally caused or conspired to commit an unlawful act covered by the statute. Prosecution under 18 U.S.C. § 2441 using a theory of aiding and abetting (18 U.S.C. § 2) would be unlikely because section 2441 requires either the person committing the crime or the victim be a member of the U.S. armed forces or a U.S. national. 18 U.S.C. § 2 of the federal criminal code states,
Under U.S. law, the commission of a war crime can be prosecuted before U.S. federal courts, a military court-martial, or a military

(a) Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal. (b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him or another would be an offense against the United States is punishable as a principal.

18 U.S.C. § 2441 states, in pertinent part:

(a) Whoever, whether inside or outside the United States, commits a war crime, in any of the circumstances described in subsection (b), shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for life or any term of years, or both, and if death results to the victim, shall also be subject to the penalty of death.

(b) Circumstances.—The circumstances referred to in subsection (a) are that the person committing such war crime or the victim of such war crime is a member of the Armed Forces of the United States or a national of the United States (as defined in section 101 of the Immigration and Nationality Act).

Prohibited conduct includes intentionally causing, or conspiracy to commit, murder, maiming, and serious bodily injury:

(D) Murder.—The act of a person who intentionally kills, or conspires or attempts to kill, or kills whether intentionally or unintentionally in the course of committing any other offense under this subsection, one or more persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including those placed out of combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause.

(E) Mutilation or maiming.—The act of a person who intentionally injures, or conspires or attempts to injure, or injures whether intentionally or unintentionally in the course of committing any other offense under this subsection, one or more persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including those placed out of combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, by disfiguring the person or persons by any mutilation thereof or by permanently disabling any member, limb, or organ of his body, without any legitimate medical or dental purpose.

(F) Intentionally causing serious bodily injury.—The act of a person who intentionally causes, or conspires or attempts to cause, serious bodily injury to one or more persons, including lawful combatants, in violation of the law of war.

63 OPLAW HANDBOOK, supra note 17, at 38. While U.S. treaty (non-self-executing) and customary international law obligations do not automatically become part of the domestic law of the United States, Congress often passes laws to implement these international commitments and make violations a matter of domestic criminal law. Id.

64 Id.
commission. The War Crimes Act of 1996 makes it a federal crime for a U.S. national or member of the U.S. armed forces to intentionally kill or cause serious bodily injury to civilians or other persons taking no active part in hostilities, or to conspire or attempt to do so. The Act “provides federal courts with jurisdiction to prosecute any person inside or outside the U.S. where a U.S. national or member of the U.S. armed forces is involved as an accused or a victim.” This last requirement would make a prosecution under a theory of aiding and abetting untenable, because it is unlikely that the partner, the underlying principal, is a U.S. national or member of the U.S. armed forces. The statute, in short, requires that the U.S. official specifically intended, either as a principal or a conspirator, that the partners kill or seriously injure civilians taking no active part in hostilities.

If warranted by the evidence, U.S. officials could be found liable for other violations of the U.S. criminal code with extraterritorial application. These could include aiding and abetting genocide or

---

65 States may also exercise criminal jurisdiction over individuals who commit criminal acts within the state. While the state code may not directly mention war crimes, most states would consider it a crime to aid and abet an unlawful killing.
67 Id. The statute specifically excludes “collateral damage” or “death, damage, or injury incident to a lawful attack” as a basis for liability. Id. at 2441(d)(3).
68 Id.
70 Congress has deliberately incorporated a number of crimes into the federal criminal code, specifying extraterritorial application that could cover situations where a U.S. official criminally provided intelligence to a foreign partner in support of a lethal operation. These include the following violations of title 18 of the U.S. Code:

• § 956 – Conspiracy to kill, kidnap, maim, or injure persons or damage property in a foreign country. This prohibits individuals from conspiring to commit abroad what would constitute murder if committed in the United States. It states:

(a)(1) Whoever, within the jurisdiction of the Unites States, conspires with one or more other persons, regardless of where such other person or person are located, to commit at any place outside the United States an act that would constitute the offense of murder, kidnapping, or maiming if committed in the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United State shall, if any of the conspirators commits and act within the jurisdiction of the United State to effect any object of the conspiracy, be punished . . . .

• § 1091 – Genocide. 18 U.S.C. § 1091 provides:
Basic offense.— Whoever, whether in time of peace or in time of war, in a circumstance described in subsection (d) and with the specific intent to destroy in whole or in substantial part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group as such—

(1) kills members of that group;
(2) causes serious bodily injury to members of that group;
(3) causes the permanent impairment of the mental faculties of members of the group through drugs, torture, or similar techniques;
(4) subjects the group to condition of life that are intended to cause the physical destruction of the group in whole or in part;
(5) Imposes measures intended to prevent births within the group; or
(6) transfer by force children of the group to another group; or attempts to do so . . . .

• § 1116 – Murder or manslaughter of foreign officials, official guests, or internationally protected persons. 18 U.S.C. § 1116 provides, in pertinent part, “Whoever kills or attempts to kill a foreign official, official guest, or internationally protected persons shall be punished as provided . . . .”

It also state:

If the victim of an offense . . . is an internationally protected person outside the United States, the United States may exercise jurisdiction over the offense if (1) the victim is a representative, officer, employee, or agent of the United States, (2) an offender is a national of the United States, or (3) an offender is afterwards found the United States. . . .

Id.

Section 1116(b)(4) defines an internationally protected person as:

(A) a Chief of State or the political equivalent, head of government, or Foreign Minister whenever such person is in a country other than his own and any member of his family accompanying him; or (B) any other representative, officer, employee, or agent of the United States Government, a foreign government, or international organization who at the time and place concerned is entitled pursuant to international law to special protection against attack upon his person, freedom, or dignity, and any member of his family then forming part of his household.

Other sections include,

• § 1117 – Conspiracy to murder (if underlying offense has extraterritorial application). 18 U.S.C. § 1117 provides, in pertinent part, “If two or more persons conspire to violate section 1111 [Murder], 1114
conspiracy to kill, kidnap, maim, or injure persons or damage property in a foreign country.\footnote{Id.} For offenses under a theory of aiding and abetting, the Department of Defense Law of War Manual states:

\[\text{[A]iding and abetting holds an individual liable for an offense committed by another based on certain assistance that the individual gave in relation to the crime. \[It consists\] of three elements: (1) knowledge of the illegal activity that is being aided and abetted; (2) a desire to help the activity succeed; and (3) some act of helping.}\footnote{LAW OF WAR MANUAL, supra note 15, at 1124.}

In explaining the knowledge standard at play, both the Department of Defense (DoD) Law of War Manual and Professor Ryan Goodman refer to the 1994 opinion written by Walter Dellinger, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice.\footnote{United States Assistance to Countries that Shoot Down Civil Aircraft Involved in Drug Trafficking, 18 Op. O.L.C. 148, 156 (1994).} The facts underlying the opinion “involved the U.S. Government’s providing intelligence information and other assistance to foreign government engaged in military strikes to shoot down civil aircraft.”\footnote{Goodman, supra note 56.} Professor Goodman writes that the opinion concluded, “USG agencies and personnel may not provide information (whether “real-time” or other) or other USG assistance (including training and equipment) to Colombia or Peru in circumstances in which there is a reasonably foreseeable possibility that such information or assistance will be used in shooting down civil aircraft.”\footnote{Id.} The opinion continues, “Where a person provides assistance that he or she knows will contribute directly and in an essential manner to

\[• \S 1119 – Foreign murder of United States nationals. 18 U.S.C. \S 1119 provides, in pertinent part, “A person who, being a national of the United States, kills or attempts to kill a national of the United States while such national is outside the United States but within the jurisdiction of another country shall be punished as provided . . . .”\]
a serious criminal act, a court readily may infer a desire to facilitate that act.”

As discussed in detail below, the United States has implemented procedures to protect U.S. officials from criminal liability for their official acts. When the process works as intended, it ensures the United States only shares potentially lethal intelligence with a partner who has a lawful basis for its operations and intent to carry them out lawfully. However, it is important to have a mechanism available, when needed, to hold U.S. officials fully accountable for criminal actions.

E. U.S. Civil Liability for Unlawful Killings

In the scenario described above, it is possible that the next of kin or survivors may pursue a suit in U.S. court against those officials involved in providing intelligence support to the operation. Whether a U.S. court has jurisdiction to review the actions of U.S. officials is complicated by the interplay between statutes and case law on jurisdiction, official immunity, and sovereignty. Of course, it would significantly impact U.S. foreign relations if U.S. officials feared lawsuits for their every act.

This concern has been highlighted in litigation surrounding the application of the Alien Tort Statute (ATS), originally enacted in 1789. The ATS provides that the “courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States.”

---

76 Id.
78 “That a nation-state generally cannot be sued without its consent has long been established under both international law and the law of most states.” Chen, supra note 38 at 287–88 (citing the case of The Schooner Exchange v. M’Fadden, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116 (1812)).
80 Id.
The ATS is a procedural statute, requiring a plaintiff to demonstrate a violation of the “law of nations” or a “treaty of the United States” upon which U.S. courts can exercise jurisdiction. In *Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain*, the plaintiff, a Mexican national, alleged that his detention in Mexico by Mexican officials, conducted at the behest of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency, was in violation of Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) and the ATS. Although the Supreme Court recognized that Congress had waived sovereign immunity for injury caused by the wrongful acts of Government employees while acting within the scope of their employment, it dismissed the FTCA claim on grounds that the Act did not extend to arrests occurring outside the United States. It also determined that the ATS “only created subject matter jurisdiction, not a cause of action for violation of international law.” In other words, the ATS does not provide an avenue for all treaty and customary international law violations, only those violations that are part of U.S. law, through either incorporation or recognized common law. “*Sosa* thus requires that the tort be ‘committed’ in violation of international law, not that international law itself recognize a right to sue in domestic courts and not that Congress adopt implementing legislation defining the wrong.” Subsequent courts, relying on *Sosa*, have found that only certain “egregious violations of human rights law,” like torture, genocide, and war crimes, would be...

---

85 Customary international law “is incorporated into federal law, under the analysis in *Sosa*, only when its incorporation has been authorized either by the structure of the Constitution or by the political branches, and it is to be applied interstitially in a manner consistent with the relevant policies of the political branches.” Bradley, Curtis A. and Goldsmith, Jack Landman and Moore, David H., *Sosa, Customary International Law, and the Continuing Relevance of Erie*, 120 Harv. L. Rev. 869 (2007).
86 See *Filartiga v. Pena-Irala*, 630 F.2d 876 (2d Cir. 1980). *Filartiga* is the oft-cited example of a U.S. federal decision where the court found that deliberate torture violated the law of nations and that plaintiff, a Paraguayan national, could bring a claim before a U.S. court, using ATS, against the a Paraguayan police officer. *Id.* See Ralph G. Steinhardt, *Determining Which Human Rights Claims “Touch and Concern” the United States: Justice Kennedy’s Filartiga*, 89 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1695 (2014).
87 Steinhardt, *supra* note 86, at 1697.
88 *Id.* at 1698.
89 *Id.* at 1698 n.27.
considered part of the U.S. common law. In theory, the litigants in the hypothetical could use the procedural aspects of ATS, but they would also have to allege some type of serious violation of international law “comparable to the ‘18\textsuperscript{th}-century paradigms’ . . . like piracy and attacks on diplomats.”\textsuperscript{90} Plaintiffs, for instance, could allege that U.S. officials committed a war crime by participating, through the provision of intelligence support, in the deliberate targeting of a hospital in violation of the Law of Armed Conflict.\textsuperscript{91}

The Supreme Court, however, recently tightened the application of the ATS with the case of \textit{Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.}\textsuperscript{92} In \textit{Kiobel}, the Court stated a plaintiff cannot bring a suit through the ATS when the alleged tortious act occurred exclusively outside the jurisdiction of the United States. The Court tempered its holding by stating, “[In this case,] all the relevant conduct took place outside the United States. And even where the claims touch and concern the territory of the United States, they must do so with sufficient force to displace the presumption against extraterritorial application.”\textsuperscript{93} The meaning of the “touch and concern” language has been the subject of several court cases, particularly, “how much domestic conduct or contact is required to rebut the presumption against extraterritoriality.”\textsuperscript{94}

The plaintiffs in the scenario might also make an argument alleging a violation of U.S. constitutional protections. As Professor Andrew Kent has stated, it has “been black letter law throughout the nineteenth century that noncitizens outside the United States lacked constitutional rights.”\textsuperscript{95} The precedent of \textit{Boumediene v. Bush}\textsuperscript{96} extended constitutional protections to non-citizens in Guantanamo because the United States

\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 1702.
\textsuperscript{91} See, e.g., Kadic v. Karadzic, 70 F.3d 232, 236 (2d Cir. 1995) (alleging violations of customary international law by the former Bosnian-Serb military commander).
\textsuperscript{92} Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S.Ct 1659 (2013).
\textsuperscript{93} Id. at 1669.
exercised practical sovereignty over those it detained in that location. In *Boumediene*, the Supreme Court examined whether non-U.S. citizens, located overseas, should be afforded certain protections and legal recourse under the U.S. Constitution. In examining the history of this issue, Professor Kent cites Justice Rehnquist, writing for the majority in *United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez*:

> The United States frequently employs armed forces outside this country—over 200 times in our history—for the protection of American citizens or national security. Application of the Fourth Amendment to those circumstances could significantly disrupt the ability of the political branches to respond to foreign situations involving our national interest. Were respondents to prevail, aliens with no attachment to this country might well bring actions for damages to remedy claimed violations of the Fourth Amendment in foreign countries or in international waters.

It should come as no surprise that U.S. law has evolved to limit the avenues for foreign nationals to bring private actions against U.S. officials for their acts in furtherance of national security. Like all nations, the United States has an interest in conducting foreign affairs, without being routinely sued by aggrieved foreign nationals. This does not mean that U.S. officials can act impudently abroad; a number of other systems provide for accountability. Still, a foreign national will have significant legal challenges to overcome before a U.S. court will review the actions of those acting for the U.S. Government, particularly involving the support provided to an ally in an armed conflict situation.

F. International/Foreign Individual Criminal and Civil Liability

While it is unclear in the scenario where the intelligence support actually took place, it is likely that some U.S. personnel were located abroad, for example, at military bases or embassies. Certainly in cases of

---

97 *Id.*
98 *Id.*
“international concern,” to include matters involving “universal jurisdiction,” international and foreign domestic courts may seek to exercise horizontal jurisdiction, criminal or civil, for acts taken by individuals within their jurisdiction. During coordination and review, the United States must closely examine whether its intelligence support would place its employees at undue risk of a horizontal civil suit or criminal charges. While the United States can take measures to minimize the legal risks on the criminal side, like coordinating with impacted nations, it cannot prevent private citizens from filing civil suits. A case that implicated foreign domestic law was illustrated with the indictment by an Italian magistrate of several Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) personnel for the extradition of Abu Omar. In writing about the operation, Professor A. John Radsan wrote, “It would be dangerous for the CIA to snatch an Italian resident without notifying the Italian government. . . . [I]f the Americans do not have permission for the snatch, they would be subject to prosecution in Italy for kidnapping or related charges.” He explained that the United States, particularly organizations like the CIA, closely examine the risk of foreign jurisdiction and work to minimize those risks. “CIA officers, advised by CIA lawyers, tend not to take unnecessary risks; they do not expose themselves to the laws of foreign countries unless there is a strong countervailing interest.” Of course, the United States, like in the Italy case, may seek to shield its officers from appearing in foreign court by removing them from the country. Or, it may decide, upon request from a foreign country, to agree to the extradition of those facing charges so they can appear in the foreign court. Because foreign criminal and civil implications are highly fact dependent, lawyers and policymakers must review each arrangement to ensure that the United States is not placing its officials at undue risk of legal exposure.

Decision-makers must also consider the risk of prosecution before an international criminal tribunal, like the International Criminal Court (if

---

101 WILLIAMS, supra note 37, at 314–15.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 Id. One of the employees, Ms. DeSouza, who was residing in Portugal, is facing extradition to Italy. Ian Shapira, Ex-CIA officer in Portugal Faces Extradition to Italy for Rendition Conviction, WASH. POST, at A8.
106 The U.S. Army Operational Law Handbook states:
it is able to exercise jurisdiction over United States citizens), or a specifically created tribunal to address a particular conflict. Article 25(3) of the Rome Statute, which established the International Criminal Court, makes it unlawful for a person under their jurisdiction to facilitate, aid, abet, or otherwise assist in the commission of a crime. Regarding intent, Article 30 of the statute states,

1. Unless otherwise provided, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court only if the material elements are committed with intent and knowledge.
2. For the purposes of this article, a person has intent where: (a) In relation to conduct, that person means to engage in the conduct; (b) In relation to a consequence, that person means to cause that consequence or is aware that it will occur in the ordinary course of events.
3. For the purposes of this article, ‘knowledge’ means awareness that a circumstance exists or a consequence will occur in the ordinary course of events. ‘Know’ and ‘knowingly’ shall be construed accordingly.

Violations of the LOAC, as crimes defined by international law, may also be prosecuted under the auspices of international tribunals, such as the Nuremberg, Tokyo, and Manila tribunals established by the Allies to prosecute German and Japanese war criminals after World War II. The formation of the United Nations has also resulted in the exercise of criminal jurisdiction over war crimes by the international community, with the Security Council’s creation of the International Tribunal to Adjudicate War Crimes Committed in the Former Yugoslavia.

OPLAW HANDBOOK, supra note 17, at 40.

107 More recent tribunals and special courts to adjudicate war crimes in the Former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Cambodia, East Timor, and Lebanon. In 2002, the Rome Statute created the more permanent International Criminal Court in the Hague, Netherlands, to try cases of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Jul. 17, 1998, 2187 U.N.T.S. 3 [hereinafter Rome Statute]. Currently, the United States is not a party to the Rome Statute and does not recognize its jurisdiction over itself or its citizens.

108 Rome Statute art. 25(3).

109 Rome Statute art. 30.
Some scholars and practitioners believe that this standard, agreed upon by parties to the treaty, is less stringent than that required by customary international law. In United States v. Khalid Shaikh Mohammad, et al., for example, the United States argued that to be guilty of aiding and abetting under customary international law, an individual must have:

1) Provided practical assistance, encouragement, or moral support to the perpetration of a crime or underlying offense, and
2) Such practical assistance, encouragement, or moral support, had a substantial effect upon the commission of a crime or underlying offense.

Noting that the mens rea for this standard only requires knowledge and not intent, Brian Finucane, a legal advisor at the Department of State, commented: “[A]n aider and abettor must be aware of a “substantial likelihood” that he/she would assist in the commission of the offense, a standard akin to recklessness. A conscious desire or willingness to achieve the criminal results is not required.” He elaborates:

The greater the awareness that the partner receiving assistance failed to comply with LOAC, that such violations reflected policy decision or systematic

111 Finucane, supra note 1543, at 420
112 Id. at 422 (citing Government Motion to Make Minor Conforming Charges to the Charge Sheet (AE120B) at 2, United States v. Khalid Shaikh Mohammad et al. (Military Comm’ns Oct. 18, 2013), https://www.mc.mil/Portals/0/pdfs/KSM2/KSM%20II%20(AE120B(Gov%20Sup)).pdf). The author writes:

Under this standard for aiding and abetting it is not necessary that the assistance constituted a “but for” cause of the crime, nor (in contrast to State responsibility and federal law) that the assistance was specifically directed towards a crime. Assistance having a substantial effect could take a variety of forms, including transportation, providing personnel, weapons, ammunition or fuel.

113 Id. at 422–23 (citations omitted).
deficiencies and that violations were likely to continue in the future, the stronger the argument that individual officials of the assisting State would be aiding and abetting war crimes.\textsuperscript{114}

This interpretation introduces the element of recklessness into the equation, either on the part of the assisting State (in allowing the support) or on the part of the partner (in not taking reasonable actions to correct deficiencies).\textsuperscript{115} Thus, an intent to achieve the purpose of the unlawful activity may not be necessary under this interpretation of the customary international law standard; it may only require adequate knowledge that there is a substantial likelihood that the intelligence would assist in the commission of an unlawful activity, whether it was the result of a deliberate decision or negligent targeting practices. Other courts, to include the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia, have concluded that the international law standard for aiding and abetting is much higher and requires an individual to “specifically direct” that the assistance be used in the commission of the underlying offense.\textsuperscript{116}

Regardless of the standard at play, the United States has thus far been resistant to attempts to formalize international criminal jurisdiction over its officials, citing concern that its agents, particularly members of the Armed Forces, would be subject to politically motivated prosecutions.\textsuperscript{117} This concern has been demonstrated in the United States’ reluctance to agree to the Rome Statute and the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court.\textsuperscript{118} However, as Professor Gabor Rona aptly summarized,

\textsuperscript{114} Id. at 424.

\textsuperscript{115} The DoD Law of War Manual states:

\begin{quote}
Commanders have duties to take necessary and reasonable measures to ensure that their subordinates do not commit violations of the law of war. Failures by commanders of their duties to take necessary and reasonable measures to ensure that their subordinates do not commit violations of the law of war can result in criminal responsibility.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{116} See, e.g., Int’l Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia, Prosecutor v. Perisic, Judgment (Appeals Chamber) Feb. 28, 2013 (Case No. IT-04-81-A).


\textsuperscript{118} Id.
While it’s unlikely that a State will prosecute its own agents for acts that it authorizes, the risk of prosecution is real. Regimes change. Amnesties can be undone. The summer-in-Tuscany plan may be risky for CIA torturers. . . . In assessing the risk of prosecution, officials should be aware that some crimes are considered so heinous that they are subject to universal jurisdiction . . . . In fact, the Torture Convention, the Genocide Convention, and in the case of international armed conflicts, the Geneva Conventions not only permit, but require, parties to search for and either try, or extradite for trial, persons suspected of certain offenses prohibited by these treaties, regardless of where on earth the offenses occur.\footnote{119}

III. Strategy, Policy, and Process

To ensure adherence to international, foreign, and U.S. domestic law, while furthering U.S. strategic objectives, the Executive Branch has established a framework based on statutory law, executive order, national strategy, and departmental issuances. The structure allows the national security enterprise to balance national security, political, military, and foreign policy objectives, while accounting for the legal considerations discussed above.

A. National Strategy

Understanding why and how the United States shares intelligence\footnote{120} with foreign partners begins broadly with White House guidance contained in the National Security Strategy of 2017\footnote{121} and National Strategy for Information Sharing and Safeguarding.\footnote{122} These documents,

\footnote{119}{Rona, supra note 61.}
\footnote{120}{Intelligence information is one of the U.S. Government’s greatest resources, cultivated through carefully crafted relationships with sources, the hardship and sacrifice of a worldwide network of U.S. personnel, and the expenditure of billions of dollars to develop technical capabilities. Hard‐earned intelligence provides leaders and decision‐makers an informational advantage over others, whether in the field of battle, the domain of commerce, or the realm of foreign affairs.}
\footnote{121}{NSS 2017, supra note 2.}
\footnote{122}{Exec. Office of the President, The National Strategy for Information Sharing and Safeguarding (Dec. 2012) [hereinafter NSISS 2017] (Although written by the previous administration, it has not yet been replaced and provides helpful guidance to those working in this arena.)}
along with the National Security Act of 1947, provide the top-level structure and framework for foreign intelligence sharing.

The National Security Strategy serves not only as an external message to Congress, the American people, and the world on how the United States will seek to address national security concerns, but it also provides internal guidance to the departments and agencies of the Executive Branch on how it should organize, prioritize, and execute their efforts. Importantly, the strategy advocates working with foreign partners and seeks to “confront threats before they ever reach our borders or cause harm to our people.” The strategy also emphasizes that the United States will champion American values, including individual rights and the rule of law.

Notably, the strategy directs the Executive Branch to pursue its national security objectives by working with foreign partners while also advancing American values. The United States is often faced with the dilemma of whether it should work with those with questionable values in pursuit of its national security objectives. As Brian Egan, former Legal Adviser at the Department of State, stated in his April 2016 speech to the American Society of International Law, the United States has a strong interest in ensuring that, when we engage in armed conflict, we do so consistent with international law, and “legal diplomacy” has a role in ensuring that our partners, as a condition for receiving our assistance also follow the rules. “[T]he U.S. wants to work with partners who will comply with international law, and our partners expect the same of us. In this way, international law serves as a critical enabler of international cooperation.”

The strategy promotes a moral dimension when evaluating a proposal to share intelligence with a foreign partner. While the current strategy is similar to the previous Administration’s strategy in balancing security goals with a desire to promote individual rights, President Trump has made clear he places great weight on promoting American interests: “it is the

---

124 NSS 2017, supra note 2.
125 Id.
126 NSS 2017, supra note 2 (“We champion our values – including the rule of law and individual rights – that promote strong, stable, prosperous, and sovereign states.)
127 Id.
128 Id.
129 Id.
right of all nations to put their own interests first . . . [and w]e do not seek to impose our way of life on anyone . . . ."\textsuperscript{130} With mounting evidence of human rights violations by the Saudi leadership,\textsuperscript{131} the Trump Administration faces a critical test on how it evaluates and weighs its current intelligence sharing relationship, particularly when the United States relies on the credibility of the Kingdom in assessing its adherence to international law in its operations in Yemen.

The 2012 National Strategy for Information Sharing and Safeguarding\textsuperscript{132} provides more clarity on how to “strike the proper balance between sharing information with those who need it to keep our country safe and safeguarding it from those who would do us harm.”\textsuperscript{133} In seeking to achieve the overarching objective of sharing “the right information, with the right people, at the right time,” the strategy recognizes that foreign entities are key partners in “prevent[ing] harm to the American people and protect[ing] national security.”\textsuperscript{134} The strategy is based on three core principles: (1) Information is a national asset that requires “stakeholders [to] make it available to those who need it, while also keeping it secure from unauthorized or unintended use,”\textsuperscript{135} (2) information sharing and safeguarding requires a mentality of risk management vice risk avoidance,\textsuperscript{136} and (3) the understanding that information informs decision-making and “our national security depends upon an ability to make information easily accessible . . . in a trusted manner . . . .”\textsuperscript{137}

Taken together, these strategies form the foundation for how, why, and when the U.S. Government shares information with foreign partners. While the documents do not directly link intelligence sharing with the promotion of American values, rule of law, and individual rights, the National Security Strategy emphasizes that these objectives are a priority for U.S. efforts abroad.

\textsuperscript{130} Donald J. Trump, Inaugural Address (Jan. 20, 2017).
\textsuperscript{132} NISISS, supra note 1222.
\textsuperscript{133} Id. (cover letter).
\textsuperscript{134} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{135} Id. at 7.
\textsuperscript{136} Id.
\textsuperscript{137} Id.
B. Law and Policy

The legal foundations establishing the roles and responsibilities for implementing the strategic guidance on sharing intelligence with foreign partners are grounded in the National Security Act of 1947\textsuperscript{138} and Executive Order 12333.\textsuperscript{139} These twin pillars of intelligence authority, derive, on the one side, from Congress’s Article I law-making authority and, on the other, the President’s Article II executive authority.\textsuperscript{140}

\textsuperscript{138} The National Security Act of 1947, supra note 123 (National Security Act of 1947 sets forth the framework of the Intelligence Community and the role of the Director of National Intelligence (DNI)). The Act provides that the DNI shall “oversee” the coordination of foreign liaison relationships “under the direction of the President,” with respect to intelligence related to the national security, commonly referred to as national intelligence. \textit{Id.} Section 102A(a)(1)(E) further states that the DNI “shall be responsible for ensuring that national intelligence is provided . . . to such other persons as the DNI determines to be appropriate.” \textit{Id.} Section 102A(f)(1)(A) states that the DNI “shall establish objectives, priorities, and guidance for the intelligence community to ensure timely and effective collection, processing, analysis and dissemination of national intelligence . . . .” \textit{Id.} Finally, section 102A(f)(8) states that the DNI “shall perform such other functions as the President may direct.” \textit{Id.} These provisions—at least in the aggregate, if not also individually—give the DNI statutory authority to issue national intelligence sharing guidance, at his own discretion or at the direction of the President. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{139} Exec. Order No. 12,333, supra note 35 (Exec. Order No. 12,333 provides the basis for controlling disclosure of classified U.S. intelligence to officials of foreign governments and international organizations.). Section 1.3(b)(4)(A) of Executive Order 12333 states that the DNI “may enter into intelligence and counterintelligence arrangements and agreements with foreign governments and international organizations.” \textit{Id.} Section 1.3(b)(4)(B) states that the DNI “shall formulate policies concerning intelligence and counterintelligence arrangements and agreements with foreign governments . . . .” \textit{Id.} Additionally, section 1.3(b)(4)(C) states that the DNI “shall align and synchronize intelligence and counterintelligence foreign relationships among the elements of the Intelligence Community to further United States national security, policy, and intelligence objectives.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{140} Exec. Order No. 13,526, Classified National Security Information, 75 Fed. Reg., No. 2, (2010). Exec. Order No. 13,526 provides important guidance and authority on protecting intelligence information. \textit{Id.} It establishes the conditions that apply to all decisions on access to classified information, including foreign disclosure decisions. \textit{Id.} First, it prohibits the release of classified information outside the Executive Branch without an assurance that it will receive equivalent protection. \textit{Id.} Second, it requires a determination that prospective recipients are trustworthy and have a need-to-know to perform or assist in a lawful and authorized government purpose. \textit{Id.} Third, it requires the originator’s consent for further dissemination (commonly referred to as the “third-party rule”). \textit{Id.} Fourth, it provides for safeguarding information received in confidence from or jointly produced with foreign governments and international organizations. \textit{Id.}
Together, they provide the authority for the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) to promulgate Intelligence Community Directive 403, which implements the Administration’s national strategy on information sharing and “establishes policy governing the disclosure and release of classified national intelligence . . . .”

C. Director of National Intelligence Issuances

Intelligence Community Directive 403, Foreign Disclosure and Release of Classified National Intelligence, first issued in 2013, implements the DNI’s statutory and executive order duties and authorities related to foreign disclosure and release of classified national intelligence. Among other things, ICD 403 sets forth the DNI’s roles and responsibilities for intelligence sharing, as follows: “the DNI (a) provides strategic guidance and oversight for the conduct of foreign disclosures and releases of intelligence and issues specific guidance for the establishment, modifications and terminations of, and exceptions to IC guidance; (b) authorizes disclosures or releases of intelligence that represent the establishment, modifications or terminations of, or exceptions to IC guidance, or that concern matters where DNI guidance is absent; and (c) authorizes disclosures or releases of intelligence in

It also provides for holding in confidence, by mutual agreement, information produced jointly with them. Id. Fifth, it specifies that access may be permitted when necessary to perform or assist in a lawful and authorized governmental function. Id. 141

National Security Act of 1947, supra note 123, § 3003. Section 3 of the National Security Act of 1947 defines “national intelligence” as “all intelligence, regardless of the source from which derived and including information gathered within or outside the United States, that pertains, as determined consistent with any guidance issued by the President, to more than one United States Government agency; and that involves threats to the United States, its people, property, or interests; the development, proliferation or use of weapons of mass destruction or any other matter bearing on United States national or homeland security.” Id. Executive Order 12,333 contains substantially the same definition. Exec. Order. No. 12,333, supra note 35. Notably, national intelligence does not include “military intelligence,” over which the Secretary of Defense (in coordination with the Secretary of State) has primacy.


143 Id. Disclosure, as defined in ICD 403, is displaying or revealing classified intelligence whether orally, in writing, or in any other medium to an authorized foreign recipient without providing the foreign recipient a copy of such information for retention. Release is defined as the provision of classified intelligence, in writing or in any other medium, to authorized foreign recipients for retention. Id. at 2.
response to National Security Council policy direction.”

Intelligence sharing is often characterized according to three categories, commonly referred to as: (1) bilateral/multilateral national intelligence sharing, (2) ad hoc national intelligence sharing, and (3) situational national intelligence sharing. A fourth category of intelligence sharing exists for classified military information, discussed in more detailed below.

Further guidance on implementing the provisions of priorities of ICD 403 is contained in Intelligence Community Policy Guidance (ICPG). Of the ICPGs in the 403 series, ICPG 403.1, Criteria for Foreign Disclosure and Release of Classified National Intelligence, importantly, provides the

144 To further the goals of improving information sharing, in a manner that properly safeguards the information while promoting national security, ICD 403 established the following criteria for foreign disclosures and releases:

1. U.S. intelligence is a national asset to be conserved and protected and will be shared with foreign entities only when consistent with U.S. national security and foreign policy objectives and when an identifiable benefit can be expected to accrue to the United States.
2. It is the policy of the U.S. Government to share intelligence with foreign governments whenever it is consistent with U.S. law and clearly in the national interest to do so, and when it is intended for a specific purpose and generally limited in duration.

145 From time to time, individual agencies of the Intelligence Community may enter into a bilateral or multilateral intelligence sharing relationship under their own authorities. These relationships may be governed by a formal memorandum of agreement or other written framework. Agency counsel typically review proposed arrangements during the coordination process. Interview with James Daugherty, Director, Intelligence Sharing and Engagement Policy, Office of the Director of National Intelligence (Nov. 23, 2016).

146 Less formal, but still important, are ad hoc intelligence sharing arrangements through specified intelligence agency liaison authorities to share certain information. Typically, these are particular instances of information sharing, not part of an ongoing information sharing relationship on an issue or matter. Id.

147 Situational intelligence sharing arises when U.S. national security interests are such that the President or National Security Council has directed the sharing of intelligence with a foreign entity, including for the purpose of enabling the foreign entity’s lethal military operations. Id. The foreign entity could be a government, international organization, coalition partner, or other organization determined by the Director of National Intelligence. Id. Situational sharing of national intelligence is overseen by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence’s Foreign Relations Committee (FRC), which is an interagency body chaired by the Assistant Director of National Intelligence for Partner Engagement, who works directly for the DNI. Id.

148 ICD 403 states, “This Directive does not apply to disclosures or releases of classified military information pursuant to National Disclosure Policy 1 and National Security Decision Memorandum-119.” ICD 403, supra note 142, at 1.
starting point on the factors to be considered when reviewing the “appropriateness and suitability of foreign disclosures or releases of intelligence.” To complement ICPG 403.1, ICPG 403.2, Procedures for Foreign Disclosures and Release Requiring Interagency Coordination, Notification, and DNI Approval, details the level of approval required for various intelligence sharing arrangements.

The provisions of ICPG 403.1 provide the Intelligence Community with guidance on when intelligence can be shared, and when it should not, to include when sharing would be in violation of U.S. domestic and international law. According to the guidance, intelligence may be disclosed or released if:

---


151 The interagency, primarily Department of State and the Intelligence Community, must also assess the receiving country’s ability to safeguard the information it will receive. Id. An affirmative finding must be made that the receiving state can provide adequate protections for the information we will give them, and that the information will not be used or disclosed in a manner that may harm U.S. interests. Id. ICPG 403.2 explains that:

Adequate protection includes confidence that:

a. The intelligence will not be further disclosure or release to another government or any other party without approval of the originating IC element;
b. The foreign recipient has the capability and intent to provide U.S. intelligence substantially the same degree of protection provide it by the U.S.; and
c. The intelligence will not be used for other than the state purpose without the approval of the originating IC element, and is not likely to be used by the recipient in an unlawful manner harmful to U.S. interests.

Id.

Consistent with the safeguarding requirements of ICD 403, the military’s counterpart to ICD 403, National Disclosure Policy–1, requires that:

Disclosure will not normally be made until the disclosure authority is in receipt of assurances from the recipient that:
a. Disclosure or release is consistent with U.S. foreign policy and national security goals and objectives;
b. Disclosure or release can be expected to result in an identifiable benefit to the U.S., such as:

(1) Service a specific U.S. national purpose in support of diplomatic, political, economic, military, or security policies as determined by senior U.S. Government (USG) policy makers [Senior USG policy makers are the President, the Vice President, and the National Security Council];
(2) Obtaining commensurate information or services from the proposed recipient;
(3) Supporting bilateral or multilateral treaties, alliances, agreements, arrangements or plans; or
(4) Aiding U.S. intelligence or counterintelligence activities.152

(1) The information or acknowledgement of its possession will not be revealed to a third party, except with the prior consent of the U.S. originating department or agency . . . ;
(2) The information will be afforded substantially the same degree of security protection given to it by the United States.
(3) The information will be used for military or other specified purposes only, including production for military use when so authorized.
(4) The recipient will report promptly and fully to U.S. authorities any known or suspected compromise of United States classified military information released to them.
(5) All individuals and facilities that will have access to the classified military information will have security clearances granted by their government at a level equal to that of the classified information involved and an official need to know.
(6) The foreign recipient of the information has agreed to abide by or meet U.S.-specified special terms and conditions for the release of U.S. source information or material.

DEF. SEC. COOPERATION AGENCY, NATIONAL DISCLOSURE POLICY-1: NATIONAL POLICY AND PROCEDURES FOR THE DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED MILITARY INFORMATION TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, Oct. 2, 2002, at 13–14 (regulation contains classified information and is not releasable in its entirety; a new version of NDP-1 was published in January 2017, with limited dissemination, and was not available) [hereinafter NDP-1].

152 ICPG 403.1, supra note 149, at 2.
On the other hand, certain types of intelligence are prohibited from disclosure or release, to include for purposes of this discussion:

a. Intelligence, the disclosure or release of which would be contrary to U.S. law, or to agreements or treaties between the U.S. and foreign nations;
b. Intelligence, not publicly available, on a U.S. person, unless collection, retention, and dissemination of such information is authorized by EO 12333 and implementing procedures and guidelines, and not otherwise prohibited by the Privacy Act, 5 USC 552a; requires special consideration and authorization, including referral to the NSC and compliance with NSC direction as appropriate; . . . .

Requests for DNI approval for an intelligence sharing proposal must contain sufficient information to ensure that policymakers can assess merits of the proposal and adherence to both national strategy and ICD 403, and the associated legal implications.

Lastly, ICPG 403.1 contains another constraint to ensure that intelligence provided to others to facilitate lethal actions gets additional consideration and scrutiny. DNI approval is required for “[d]isclosures

\[153\] Id.

\[154\] Policymakers reviewing such proposals include members of Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), National Security Council (NSC) committees, and the Foreign Relations Committee (an interagency organization convened by ODNI to provide guidance and oversight on issues related to the provision of intelligence to foreign partners).

\[155\] ODNI has recommended requestors, at a minimum:

1. Identify the purpose for which the shared intelligence will be used;
2. Determine whether the appropriate Executive Branch body has articulated a policy to pass the intelligence for the identified purpose;
3. Determine whether the agency passing the information has the authority to pass it for the identified purpose and whether passing the information would violate any applicable U.S. or international law; and
4. An ability to monitor the post-sharing environment.

Daugherty, supra note 145. In particular, if the intelligence to be shared may potentially be used for lethal purposes or have likely lethal consequences, the agency requesting approval must adequately explain the purpose and parameters of the request. Id.

\[156\] ICPG 403.1, supra note 149, at 3.
and releases that would support or facilitate lethal action . . . ”157 Before sharing intelligence of this nature, ICPG 403.1 requires the proposed disclosure or release undergo “special consideration and authorization [by DNI], including referral to the NSC and compliance with NSC direction as appropriate.”158 Of necessity, part of the review and approval required before sharing of such intelligence would be a determination that doing so would not violate the ICPG 403.1 prohibitions on sharing intelligence in violation of domestic law, international legal obligations, and EO 12333.

In sum, the processes ensure all proposals to share lethal intelligence are thoroughly vetted, coordinated, and reviewed. The procedures, particularly ICPG 403.1, restrict the USIC from sharing national intelligence for lethal purposes unless it has undergone “special” review and received approval from the DNI.159 This prevents decentralized, lower level decisions to share such intelligence. Proposals can either be a bottom-driven, requested from a member of the USIC or a combatant command (and referred to the NSC per ICPG 403.1), or it can be top-driven direction from the NSC itself or one of its coordination committees (per ICPG 403.2). Regardless of how the proposal arrives, DNI will not authorize sharing unless it has received NSC-level review, which includes interagency deliberation.160 Once the proposal has received a favorable review through the NSC coordination process,161 ODNI will send the proposed arrangement through the Foreign Relations Committee (FRC),162 a specialized interagency organization specifically designed to ensure coordination, support, synchronization, and effective implementation of intelligence sharing matters across the Executive Branch. Legal reviews of such national intelligence sharing proposals will be conducted at, at least, two points: by the interagency lawyers group,163 in conjunction with any review by an NSC coordination committee, and by the ODNI General Counsel’s Office, prior to the issuance of any intelligence sharing guidance by ODNI.164 At any point in the deliberations, legal counsel and

157 Id. at 4.
158 Id.
159 Id.
160 Id.
162 See discussion, supra note 147.
164 Daugherty, supra note 145.
policymakers can suggest certain conditions, parameters, or risk mitigation measures to address any risks generated by legal or policy concerns, which, if agreed upon, can be incorporated into the final intelligence sharing authorization, issued by DNI.165

D. National Disclosure Policy – 1

Separate from the DNI’s purview over sharing national intelligence with foreign entities, the Secretary of Defense (in conjunction with the Secretary of State) has independent authority to share classified military information (CMI),166 which allows the United States military to work with allied forces and engage in military operations abroad. Unlike the DNI, the Secretary of Defense’s intelligence sharing authority is derived from the President’s authority as Commander-in-Chief and based on National Security Decision Memorandum (NSDM) 119, Disclosure of Classified United States Military Information to Foreign Governments and International Organizations, dated 20 July 1971.167 National Policy and Procedures for the Disclosure Classified Military Information to Foreign Governments and International Organizations (NDP-1)168 implements this authority.

165 Id.
166 Classified Military Information is defined in NDP-1, as

Information which (a) is under the control or jurisdiction of the Department of Defense, its departments or agencies, or of primary interest to them; (b) may be embodied in equipment or may be in written, oral, or other form; and (c) requires protection in the interests of national defense and security and in one of three classification categories—TOP SECRET, SECRET, or CONFIDENTIAL . . . .

NDP-1, supra note 151, at 2.
167 OFF. OF THE WHITE HOUSE. NATIONAL SECURITY DECISION MEMORANDUM 119, 20 July 1971 [hereinafter NSDM-119]. NSDM-119 was approved by President Richard Nixon and signed by National Security Advisor Henry A. Kissinger. NSDM-119 is the basic policy that governs the disclosure of U.S. classified military information foreign governments and international organizations. Derived from the President’s authority under Article II of the U.S. Constitution, it charges the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of State with the responsibility for implementing the policy. It requires both to form an interagency mechanism and establish procedures to carry out the procedures. These procedures are contained in NDP-1. NDP-1 only covers information under the control or jurisdiction of the Department of Defense or of primary interest to it or its department or agencies. It does not have purview over national intelligence.
168 NDP-1, supra note 151.
Since DoD intelligence sharing is heavily focused on support to military operations, the authority to share CMI in support of those operations flows from the presidential and secretarial approval to conduct the lethal operations. Decisions to allow intelligence sharing for lethal purposes are thus made at the highest level of government, after much scrutiny, deliberation, and legal review. In other words, sharing of CMI for lethal purposes is typically a subset of the overall approval to conduct or support lethal operations. Department of Defense Directive 5230.11, Disclosure of Classified Information to Foreign Governments and International Organizations, supports this principle in paragraph 4.8: “Under conditions of actual or imminent hostilities, any Unified or Specified Commander may disclose classified military information through TOP SECRET to an actively participating allied force when support of combined combat operations requires the disclosure of that information.” A Record of Action will normally be issued establishing the parameters for intelligence sharing, even with the existence of national policy direction authorizing combat operations.

Numerous other players, below the Pentagon level, provide additional safeguards to ensure only authorized intelligence, both national and military, is shared with a foreign partner within approved parameters. Members of the combatant command, down to the tactical level, assess the partner’s ability to safeguard the information, as well as their ability to use the intelligence appropriately, to include whether the partner will abide by the LOAC. Attorneys, Foreign Disclosure Officers/Representatives (FDOs/FDRs), intelligence personnel, and operators all keep a close eye on the category of sharing at issue and any conditions/restrictions that have been imposed. This will drive a determination if approval exists or is

---

169 Daugherty, supra note 145.
170 Id.
171 Id.
172 U.S. DEP’T OF DEFENSE, DIR. 5230.11, DISCLOSURE OF CLASSIFIED INFORMATION TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 3 (June 16, 1992).
173 When a proposed disclosure exceeds the classification level delegated in Annex A of NDP-1, or if DoD has no disclosure authority for an intended recipient country, a DoD element submits a Request for an Exception to the National Disclosure Policy (ENDP) to the National Military Information Disclosure Policy Committee (NDPC) or the Military Intelligence Disclosure Policy Committee (MIDPC), interagency committees organized by DoD. NDP-1, supra note 151, at 20.
175 Id.
176 Id.
required for the intelligence to be shared and, if necessary, the process to be used in gaining approval.

Importantly, the FDO diligently tracks the various approvals and authorities for intelligence sharing across the combatant command in support of their various lines of efforts.\textsuperscript{177} It is the FDO, and duly appointed FDRs, who, at the operational and tactical levels, ensure that intelligence sharing efforts are adequately supported by law and policy.\textsuperscript{178} In making decisions on disclosure and release of intelligence, foreign disclosure officers/representatives execute the guidance found in the ICDs/ICPGs, NDP-1, Records of Action, bilateral and multinational sharing arrangements, and DNI intelligence sharing guidance.\textsuperscript{179}

Whether the department or agency seeking to share intelligence for lethal purposes has the requisite authority depends on the military side, the existence of national direction, an EXORD, or a Record of Action, and, on the national side, the existence of DNI authorization and national guidance. Because military and national intelligence sharing initiatives often intersect and overlap, the USIC, particularly the interagency coordinating bodies for intelligence sharing\textsuperscript{180} at the Office of the Director of National Intelligence and DoD, must manage proposals to share lethal intelligence to ensure seamless support of U.S. policy priorities.

In summary, the above law, strategy, and policy describe two separate, but integrated, frameworks\textsuperscript{181} for intelligence sharing: National and Military, with national intelligence sharing being further divided into (1) bilateral/multilateral national intelligence sharing arrangements; (2) ad hoc national intelligence sharing; and (3) situational national intelligence

\textsuperscript{177} Id.
\textsuperscript{178} Id.
\textsuperscript{179} Id.
\textsuperscript{180} The FRC at ODNI or the NDPC and the MIDPC at DoD. See discussion, supra notes 147 and 173.
\textsuperscript{181} The President can also authorize intelligence sharing for lethal purposes using his covert action authority. The President’s authority to conduct covert action derives from his exercise of constitutional powers as Chief Executive and Commander in Chief to protect American citizens, property, and interests from foreign threats. The National Security Act of 1947, P.L. 235 of Jul. 26, 1947; 61 Stat. 496, recognizes the President’s authority with respect to covert action and imposes certain statutory requirements. Covert action is defined in the National Security Act of 1947 as “[a]n activity or activities of the United States Government to influence political, economic or military conditions abroad, where it is intended that the role of the United States Government will not be apparent or acknowledged publicly.” 50 U.S.C. § 3093(e).
sharing. The Chatham House report encourages a state working with
partners to “have policies in place to enable it to identify properly the risk
of cooperation.” The structure and mechanisms established through
ICD 403 and NDP-1 allow decision-makers to gather information, discuss,
and effectively assess the legal risk of going forward with an intelligence
sharing arrangement. It also allows the U.S. Government to issue
guidance requiring certain actions be taken to reduce the risk of legal
exposure to the United States and its employees.

E. Measures to Minimize Risk of Supporting Unlawful Actions

The U.S. Government has developed several tools to minimize the risk
that the United States will be involved in supporting the unlawful actions
of a partner.

As appropriate, the United States can take a variety of measures,
including diplomatic assurances, vetting, training, and monitoring, to
ensure that the recipient of U.S. intelligence respects human rights and
complies with the law of armed conflict. The Chatham House report
provides a similar formula to reduce the risk of assisting in unlawful acts
by other states.” The report encourages states to use the following tools,
similar to the list of measures previously provided by the United States:

- Attaching conditions to the provision of assistance;
- Diplomatic assurances;
- Legal diplomacy and demarches;
- Vetting and training recipients of assistance;
- Confining assistance to a particular part of a state; and
- Monitoring, reporting and follow up systems.

---

182 Moynihan, supra note 14, at 40
183 See generally Finucane, supra note 43, at 425-30. The author, an attorney at the
Department of State, discusses various risk mitigation measures, in the context of aiding
and assisting foreign partners, available to the United States, to include vetting and due
diligence, training, monitoring, and owning. Id.
184 NATIONAL SECURITY OPERATIONS REPORT, supra note 6.
185 Moynihan, supra note 14, at 37.
186 Id. at 41–43.
Risk mitigation measures, like monitoring and receipt of assurances from a partner, may have the benefit of encouraging a partner to adopt more humanitarian practices, while making it aware that continued support is premised on certain behavior. The United States may also condition sharing on arrangements to ensure the United States can monitor use of the intelligence, to ensure the rules are being followed. It is important that “any decision to assist . . . be kept under review.” But some partners will need to be more closely monitored than others. In the area of risk mitigation measures, one size does not fit all. Depending on the circumstances, it may be prudent for the United States to closely monitor how U.S. intelligence is used; in other cases, it may be reasonable to place greater confidence in the partner. Risk mitigations measures, when necessary, serve to limit the risk that U.S. intelligence support facilitates an unlawful act, and demonstrates the intent to adhere to the rule of law in any support provided by the United States.

IV. Conclusion

Unlike other types of foreign aid and assistance, such as the provision of arms, equipment, or financial support, where it may be difficult to reverse aid already provided, an ongoing intelligence sharing relationship can always be suspended, terminated, or modified in the face of evidence that the partner has used U.S. intelligence unlawfully. This gives the United States flexibility and leverage when sharing intelligence with partners, which is especially important when the intelligence support has potentially lethal consequences. When faced with evidence of ongoing or future unlawful activity, appropriate action will minimize the risk of legal exposure for the United States and its officials. Measures to mitigate legal risk, like assurances, vetting, training, and monitoring, however, may not always be required, or even possible, and should be considered on a case-by-case basis. If the partner has a demonstrated record of complying with LOAC and respecting human rights, it may not be necessary to take any measures to reduce the risk that the United States would improperly support a partner’s unlawful actions. On the other hand, some potential U.S. partners have poor human rights records or inappropriate targeting practices, but their assistance may be vital in addressing a U.S. national security priority. In those cases, the United States must use established processes to assess whether the legal risk can be managed to a degree that makes the intelligence sharing arrangement appropriate.

---

187 Id. at 41.